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Homantin Government Secondary School 
Year 2013-14 

S.1 Integrated Science 
Chapter 16 – Water as a wonderful solvent 

Saturated solution and Crystallization 
 
Name：_______________________________(       )        Class：S. 1 ______ 

Date：_______________________ 
 
A.  Saturated solution 
    Prepare a beaker with 50 cm3 of water. Add one spoonful of salt to the beaker of water and stir it. 
    What do you observe? 
 
    Salt _____________________ (dissolve / cannot dissolve) in water. 
 
    What do you observe when 15 more spoonfuls of salt are added? 

 
Salt _____________________ (dissolve / cannot dissolve) in ______________. 

 
   

 

 

 

 

B.  Preparation of a saturated solution 

Prepare a beaker with 50 cm3 of water. Add one spoonful of copper(II) sulphate to the beaker of 
water and stir it. 

    What do you observe? 
 
    The copper(II) sulphate 
_____________________________________________________________. 
 
    What do you observe when 15 more spoonfuls of copper(II) sulphate are added? 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

The salt solution now is called _______________________________ because no more salt  

___________________________ (can dissolve / cannot dissolve) in it.	  

The copper(II) sulphate solution now is called _______________________________ because  

___________________________________________________________________________.	  

Answer Key 

dissolve 

cannot dissolve water 

a saturated solution 

can dissolve 

dissolves in the water. 

The copper(II) sulphate cannot dissolve in the water. 

a saturated solution 

no more copper(II) sulphate can dissolve in it. 
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C.  Discussing factors increasing the rate of dissolving (Recall knowledge) 

What can you do to dissolve copper(II) sulphate more quickly in a beaker of water? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Choose from the above factor(s) that affects the amount of solute that can dissolve. 

 

 

 

 

 

D.  Explanation of the process of crystallization 

    Brainstorm flowchart: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Solutes dissolve less in a solvent at a low temperature. 

Solutes dissolve more in a solvent at a high temperature. 

    Hot saturated solution is cooled. 

    Hot saturated solution cannot hold all the solute in it. 

    Solute comes out as solids. 

    Solids have regular shapes 

    Solids are called crystals 

-‐	   	   ________________________________	  

-‐	   	   ________________________________	  

-‐	   	   ________________________________	  

-‐	   	   ___________________________________________	  

-‐	   	   ___________________________________________	  

If temperature of solvent ê 

Amount of solute dissolved ê 

Comes out as solids called 
crystals 

Crystallization 

-‐	   	   ________________________________	  

-‐	   	   ________________________________	  

Volume of water 

Amount of copper(II) sulphate 

Temperature of water 

Size of copper(II) sulphate 

Rate of stirring 

Amount of copper(II) sulphate 

Temperature of water 
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    This process is called crystallization. 

 

 Solutes dissolve ___________ in a solvent at a low temperature than at a high temperature.  

 

Therefore, when a _________ saturated solution is cooled, the ______________________________ 

 

   

cannot hold all the solute in it. Some _____________ comes out as solids. These _______________ 

 

 

have regular shapes. _____________ are called crystals. The whole process is called 

____________. 

 

Suggested organisation: two options. 

 

 
 

Less solute dissolves in a solvent at a low temperature than at a high temperature.  

Therefore, when a hot saturated solution is cooled, 

The whole process is called crystallization. 

it can no longer hold all the solute. 

which comes out as solids, which have regular shapes and are called crystals. 

cooled hot saturated solution 

All the yellow-shaded part of the text is then 
rephrased as crystallization – it is another stage in 
the genre – it is part of the phenomenon 
identification in a way. 

The actual explanation 
sequence is made up of the 
blue text only. 

This is all one phase. The explaining really only starts with the 2nd sentence. 

The explanation finishes with 
“solids”. That is the final 
product. The rest (ie about 
shapes and crystals) is simply 
extra information and not 
explaining the process. 

This blue bit “cooled hot 
saturated solution” 
needs to be added when 
teaching the students. It 
doesn’t get included in 
the text because it stays 
implicit but the students 
need to have it made 
explicit. 

less 

hot hot saturated solution 

solute solids 

These solids crystallization 
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E.  Forming crystals by cooling a saturated solution under different conditions 

In this experiment, you tried growing crystals from a saturated copper(II) sulphate solution.  

Let's look at the results now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     (a)  Draw what you saw in the bottle. 

 

     (b)  Explain the result you got. 

Brainstorm flowchart for explanation: 

 

 

 

Less$solute$dissolves$in$a$solvent$at$a$low$temperature$than$at$a$high$temperature.$$

Therefore,$when$a$hot$saturated$solu8on$is$cooled,$

The$whole$process$is$called$crystalliza8on.$

it$cannot$hold$all$the$solute.$

So,$some$of$the$solute$comes$out$as$solids.$These$have$regular$shapes$and$are$

called$crystals.$

cooled hot saturated solution 

Cool rapidly in 
10 mins 

Hot Cold 

Reason (rate of cooling) 

Cooling time (Quick!) 

Case 1 
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 The ______________ of the crystals depends on __________________________________.  

                                                          (reason) 

 

When the ___________________________ of the solution is ______________,  

 

the crystals do not have much ______________ to grow.  

 

Therefore,  ___________________ are ____________ in size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     (a)  Draw what you saw in the bottle. 

 

     (b)  Explain the result you got. 

 The ________________________________ depends on _______________________________.  

     When ______________________________ of solution is ______________, the _____________  

have _________________________ to grow so ______________________________ 

____________________________________. 

 

 

Time for growth of crystals (not much)  

Crystal size (small) 

Cool rapidly in 
3 hours 

Hot Cold 

Case 2 

size the rate of cooling 

rate of cooling fast 

time 

the crystals smaller 

size of the crystals the rate of cooling 

the rate of cooling slow crystals 

enough time the crystals are larger in size. 
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The you tried growing crystals from a saturated sodium chloride solution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)  Draw what you saw in the bottle. 

 

(b)  Explain the result you got. 

The size of the crystals depends on the rate of cooling. 

When the rate of cooling of the solution is fast, 

the crystals do not have much time to grow, 

so the crystals are smaller in size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     (a)  Draw what you saw in the bottle. 

 

(b)  Explain the result you got. 

The size of the crystals depends on the rate of cooling. 

When the rate of cooling of the solution is slow, 

the crystals have enough time to grow, 

so the crystals are larger in size. 

 

Cool rapidly in 
15 mins 

Hot Cold 

Case 1 

Cool rapidly in 
5 hours 

Hot Cold 

Case 2 

Saturated sodium 

chloride solution 

Saturated sodium 

chloride solution 


